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STROKE

MARINER
300 hp

YAMAHA
300 hp

SUZUKI
300 hp

Engine Type In-line 6 60˚ V6 55 V6

Displacement 2598 cc 4162 cc 4028 cc

Dry Weight* 299 kg 255 kg 279 kg

Alternator 70 amp 70 amp 54 amp

Gear Ratio 5.44'' 1.85:1 1.75:1 2.08:1
*Lightest model available. Website specification comparison. Correct as of 01/09/2014

Verado’s Supercharged System
n  Delivers the torque big boats need for immediate planing superior 
    mid-range acceleration and strong speed.
n  Performance with smooth quiet overall operation.

Charge Air Cooler
n  Works with supercharger by cooling air before it enters the 
    combustion chamber.
n  Delivers optimal engine performance.

 Additional Features and Benefits
Advanced mid-

section AMS
Innovative position around the powerhead virtually eliminates 

engine related boat vibration

Long bolt 
powerhead design

Eliminates the effects of expansion and contraction to provide 
long term powerhead structure and durability

Digital throttle & 
shift system

SmartCraft DTS delivers automotive-like control, instant throttle 
response and smooth shifting

In-line 6-cylinder Smoothest running quality, maximising torque and less noise

Electronic boost 
bypass valve

Controls the boost pressure from the supercharger to ensure 
consistent performance regardless of temperature or pressure

Water-to-oil heat 
exchanger Consistent oil temperature prevents condensation and oil dilution

70 amp alternator Provides battery charging on demand and allows use of 
electronics and lights

Idle exhaust 
relief system Virtually no sound when engine runs at idle

Fresh water flush Protects engine and allows for easy maintenance

Sequential multiport 
fuel injection

Ensures the perfect ratio of fuel and air to achieve optimal 
combustion efficiency providing consistent running quality 

and engine performance

4 valve / cylinder 
double overhead cam

Delivering class leading torque and horsepower throughout the 
power band to provide boat planing and acceleration

SmartCraft 
programmable tilt

Prevents engine from impacting with the short transom wells 
found on some boats. Feature lets you adjust the tilt limit to a 

point prior to maximum tilt

External mounted 
trim switch Customer convenience when trailering

Front low water 
pickups Consistent water pressure and engine cooling

Maintenance Free Valve Train 
n  Maintenance free and maximum durability by optimised valve design 
    and maximum combustion stability.
n  Worry free durability.

Smartcraft DTS & Management System
n  Digital Throttle and Shift delivers ultra smooth, quiet and responsive 
    shifting/throttle operation requiring virtually no maintenance.
n  Provides up to the minute information on everything from fuel 
    management and boat speed to engine temperature and diagnostics.
n  Improved efficiency based on more accurate information.
n  Comfort with durability.

Mariner Power Steering
n  This exclusive system eliminates steering torque while delivering a 
    precise steering feel.
n  Comfort with tight control.

Why Choose Mariner


